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An adaptable lamp 
collection with an 
intuitive design
Normann Copenhagen introduces its newest 
lamp collection, Hat, named after its recognizable 
silhouette. The collection includes both pendants 
and linear lamps in various sizes. Common for 
both variants is the distinctive conical shape of  the 
lampshades, which emit a generous beam of  direct 
light downwards from each lamp. The design is 
simplistic and clean, providing an intuitive indication 
of  how the light is emitted. A column of  light 
extends from the lampshades, showcasing the design 
process where functionality has paved the way for the 
design idiom.
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The linear version, Hat Lamp Linear, is available in 
two different sizes and consists of  either three or four 
spots. This creates a cohesive line of  light that hovers 
in the air, making the lamp suitable for illuminating 
a dining table or kitchen area. An especially 
functional feature of  the linear lamp is its ability to 
adjust the brightness and color of  the light using 
multifunctional LED technology. This allows for 
controlling the light’s intensity and hue to the desired 
environment and mood. From a warm and cozy light 
for relaxed moments to a sharper, more productive 
illumination suitable for workspaces, the Hat Linear 
Lamp offers something for every need. The light is 
adjusted using two discreet buttons located at the 
base of  the lamp.

Additionally, the Hat Lamp is also available as a 
classic pendant, featuring a hat-like lampshade 
made of  powder-coated aluminum with a color-
coordinated textile cord. The Hat pendants come in 
three different sizes and two timeless colors of  Black 
or Warm Grey.

The collection’s adaptability offers a multitude 
of  options to accommodate both aesthetic and 
functional needs of  all kinds. Whether as a linear 
lamp or a classic pendant, the modern and 
uncomplicated Hat Lamp will illuminate with 
elegance.
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Color: Black, Warm Grey

Material: Aluminum 

Dimensions: Hat Lamp Small: H: 22 x Ø: 13 cm, Hat Lamp Medium: H: 20 x Ø: 19 cm, Hat Lamp Large:  H: 17 x Ø: 25 cm, Hat Lamp Linear 
Small: H: 6 x W: 9 x L: 115 cm, Hat Lamp Linear Large: H: 6 x W: 9 x L: 167 cm

 Price: Click here to see the pricelist in all currencies 

Hat Lamp Small
H: 22 x Ø: 13 cm

Hat Lamp Linear Small
H: 6 x W: 9 x L: 115 cm

Hat Lamp Linear Large
H: 6 x W: 9 x L: 167 cm

Hat Lamp Large
H: 17 x Ø: 25 cm

Hat Lamp Medium
H: 20 x Ø: 19 cm

https://bit.ly/42kJbTL
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normann-copenhagen.presscloud.com 

For further information or loan requests 
for editorial photoshoots please contact 

Anna Willerslev
Brand Activation Manager

anna@normann-copenhagen.com

Connecting People and Spaces

Since Normann Copenhagen’s foundation in 1999,  
our ambition has been to challenge conventional  
thinking and make the ordinary extraordinary  

through great design. By combining the craftsmanship, 
functionality and endurance characterized by our Danish 

design heritage with modern silhouettes and durable  
materials, we aim to create original products in a  

contemporary design that withstand the test of  time.  
We believe in uniting people and spaces across the world 
and improving the quality of  people’s lives through the 

power of  great design. Our products combine  
functionality and design and accommodate the diversity 

of  needs of  modern life in residential and  
professional interiors alike. 
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